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EDITOR’S PICK
HTVN CARES - “EVERYDAY GUARDIANS” CARE PACKS FOR THE FRONTLINERS
With the Home Team Volunteers,
HTVN put together “Everyday
Guardians” care packs to be
distributed to frontline officers to
thank them for their dedication and
sacrifices in the battle against
COVID-19.
Videos:
>> On HTVN FB
>> On SPS Sun FB
A big THANK YOU to all frontliners!
Videos contributed by Valerie,
Siddharth, Joelle, Debby, Ian, Philip
& SPS Sun Xueling FB.

HIGHLIGHTS
AIRBORNE DRONES FOR A CRIME-FREE ZONE

BUSINESS AS USUAL
SUPPORTING OUR FRONTLINERS
On the ground: SPS Amrin Amin
visited the Tuas South foreign worker
dormitory on 14 May to meet Home
Team officers on FAST duty. About
360 Home Team officers have been
deployed there to ensure the health
and well-being of dormitory residents.
PHOTOS: SPS Amrin Amin FB

Caring for those on the frontlines:
SPS Sun Xueling at MHQ with a
donation of 1.5 million medical-grade
disposable masks (donor requested
anonymity). The masks (and other
items by various donors) were packed
in “Everyday Guardian” care packs
and distributed to Home Team
frontliners, as well as those in other
agencies.
PHOTOS: SPS Sun Xueling FB

BEHIND THE SCENES
WITH SPF AND HOME TEAM FAST
SPF and Home Team officers
from the Forward Assurance
and Support Teams (FAST) have
been working closely with the
operators of 21 purpose-built
dormitories, including the two
largest dormitories, over the
last six weeks to provide care
and assurance for close to
150,000 migrant workers. Go
behind the scenes of FAST with
this video.
#OneHomeTeam #SGUnited
#ThankYouOfficers

FAST OPERATIONS – ON THE GROUND
INTERVIEWING FAST OFFICERS FROM SPF, INCLUDING VSC VOLUNTEER
When the call for volunteers came, they
responded. Since mid-April, Home Team
officers have been deployed for FAST duties,
working on the ground to ensure that foreign
workers residing at dormitories receive the
support they need. We speak to two
INSP (V) Amanda going about her daily duties at
dedicated SPF officers, INSP (V) Amanda Tan, Avery Lodge. PHOTOS: Amanda Tan
a VSC officer, and SI Sheikh Ismail, about
their experiences at the dormitories.
What have you learnt from your deployment?
INSP (V) Amanda: I’ve gotten insights into
different aspects of how we manage worker
resources in Singapore, and my volunteer
experience has been enlightening and
meaningful.
INSP (V) Amanda Tan
VSC, SPF

SI Sheikh Ismail
Commercial Affairs
Department, SPF

Tell us when your deployment started and
about your role as FAST officers.
INSP (V) Amanda: I started as a FAST officer
at Avery Lodge on 11 April. The deployment
requires me to work with officers from other
public agencies to oversee the management
of the dormitory facilities and ensure that
the needs of the residents are met.
My daily tasks include liaising with the
medical team to attend to the residents’
medical needs and engaging with external
vendors for the provision of their daily
meals, while also providing them with
remittance services and the maintenance of
temporary shelters and mobile toilets.
SI Sheikh Ismail: On 8 April, I took up the
opportunity to volunteer as a FAST officer. I
was deployed to the S11 Punggol Dormitory
the next day. My role is focused on the
welfare of the residents, ensuring their
essential needs and assisting them with
issues such as salaries or communicating
with employers or family members abroad.

What challenges have you faced on the job?
INSP (V) Amanda: The unpredictable
situation definitely poses a challenge to us.
There were times when we had to extend
our shifts to address unresolved issues.
SI Sheikh Ismail: For most dormitory
residents, English isn’t their first language
and they may not be comfortable
conversing. Those who are fluent in English
will assist us by acting as translators for their
peers.

SI Sheikh Ismail: Working with the team has
taught me that effective communication and
cohesiveness can go a long way. Despite coming
from different public agencies, each of us
directs our energy into a collective effort that’s
both efficient and effective.

Iron man: Thumbs up as SI Sheikh Ismail does his
best as a FAST officer. PHOTO: SPF

What keeps you motivated as FAST officers?
INSP (V) Amanda: The smiles. ☺ The smiles of
appreciation of the dormitory residents – even
though these are hidden by their masks – have
been one of the most rewarding things about
my deployment. It was also evident through the
many compliments we received that their
gratitude was sincere and came from the heart.
That makes our work worthwhile.
SI Sheikh Ismail: It’s also the rapport and bond
between officers that keeps us going during this
deployment. We all realise the importance of
our endeavours in this fight against COVID-19.
INTERVIEWED BY FAZLEE ROSLI
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Have a story to share? Connect with Us

One Home, One Team – Together We Keep Our Home Safe and Secure

